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The 23 June 2016 referendum result has the potential to impact hugely on Scotland’s
relationship with the European Union and indeed with the rest of the UK. Within the
framework of the current devolved settlement in the UK, withdrawal from the EU by the UK
following activation of the EU’s ‘exit clause’, will mean that Scotland also leaves the UK,
despite a significant majority of the Scottish electorate voting to ‘remain’. In legal terms, the
United Kingdom as a state recognised under international law, is the signatory to the
European Treaties. Withdrawal of that state, includes its constituent parts.
Independence
The referendum result which saw an overall UK vote to Leave the European Union but a
62/38% vote in favour of Remain in Scotland, has prompted calls from the First Minister of
Scotland to ‘take all possible steps and explore all options to give effect to how people in
Scotland voted.’1 One of these options is a second independence referendum in Scotland,
which the First Minister, described in the immediate aftermath of the 23 June vote, as ‘highly
likely’ in the next two-and-a-half years following the UK’s vote to leave the EU. Should
Scotland democratically secede from the UK it would then be in a position to be a member of
the EU in its own right. An independent Scotland would be the clearest legal route to
membership of the EU should the UK leave. The clearest, but by no means guaranteed, let
alone quick and easy. As with the first independence referendum, an agreement would need
to be reached between Holyrood and Westminster to provide the necessary legislative
competence for this to take place, and negotiations required with the EU in order to reorder
Scotland’s relationship therewith. Assuming this could achieved, the particular EU legal
route (Article 48 or 49 TEU) to such membership for Scotland is also contested]. the
traditional accession route for any non-EU State (Article 49 TEU) would place Scotland
alongside a number of other States in that particular queue and down a route of full EUacquis adoption, thus relinquishing the current UK-negotiated scenario of opt-outs from the
euro and Schengen for instance. Alternatively Article 48 TEU provides for the Treaties to be
amended by unanimous consent of the Member States and is sometimes referred to as a basis
for allowing ‘internal enlargement.’ Assuming there is the political will to use Article 48
TEU and assuming matters of timing permit, there could be a seemless transition from
Scotland’s membership of the EU as part of the UK and its membership of the EU as an
independent State on Brexit day.2
Could Scotland remain in the EU without seeking independence?
A second and parallel on-going discussion to the Scottish independence route to EU
membership is whether Scotland could remain in the EU without seeking independence.
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Could England and Wales effectively withdraw their membership of the EU and the UK’s
membership somehow be retained through a relationship with Scotland (and Northern
Ireland)? Certainly, this would require a high level of political will and legal creativity at
both the UK and the EU level. It is instructive to study and learn from existing examples of
the EU’s considerable flexibility - where it has accommodated differential territorial
application of EU law within a Member State3 – but there is no ‘off the peg’ arrangement
which would allow Scotland to both remain in the EU while also remaining part of the UK.
A number of precedents have been cited where different parts of a Member State have
different relationships with the EU. Examples include Greenland, the Channel Islands and the
Isle of Man, and Cyprus. Indeed, territorial differentiation – where different parts of EU law
apply to different parts of a Member State - is not uncommon.4 However, they differ from
the Scottish example in that in all of these cases the metropolitan State participates fully in
the EU. In addition, the only historical example where part of a territory of a Member State
has left the EU while the rest of a Member State has remained an EU member can be found in
Denmark/Greenland. In 1985 Greenland, constitutionally a part of Denmark, chose to leave
the EU and became the only country ever to do so. So in essence, part of Denmark is outside
the EU and part of it remains in the EU.5 This has led some commentators to consider
whether a ‘Reverse Greenland’ model could be used to allow Scotland (and Northern Ireland)
to remain within the EU without seceding from the UK.6 In theory, this may be legally
possible with the requisite consent of the UK and EU parties7, but the UK situation is
materially different from the Danish situation and the legal and political obstacles to such a
solution are considerable.
Greenland represents 1% of the overall population of Denmark and is geographically isolated
from it and Europe. Greenland is for almost all internal affairs a self-governing country, with
Danish responsibility limited essentially to foreign affairs, monetary policy, citizenship and
defence. A tiny, distant and highly autonomous part of Denmark therefore sought to leave
the EU. In the case of Scotland a small (8%), geographically attached and (relatively) less
autonomous part of the UK would seek to remain in the EU while the bulk of the UK would
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be outside of it. Moreover, some of the many practical problems created by such a scenario
include the required adjustment to the current division of competences between Holyrood and
Westminster (at least) to enable Scotland to engage in external relations and those associated
with the creation of an internal border within the UK for goods and persons.8
The example of Cyprus’s relationship with the EU may be instructive in this regard. As
Skoutaris points out, ‘Cyprus is the only Member State where the acquis does not apply to a
significant part of its territory and there is a territorial border between the part where it
applies and where it does not.’9 The application of the EU’s acquis is suspended in the
northern part of Cyprus, which is effectively controlled by Turkey (Protocol No 10 of the
Treaty of Accession 2003). As long as that suspension is not withdrawn Article 2 of the
Protocol allows the Council to define the terms under which the provisions of EU law apply
to the ‘Green Line’ i.e. the de facto ‘territorial border’. The so called Green Line Regulation10
regulates the free crossing of people and goods between an area of a Member State where the
free movement acquis applies and is within the customs union and one where the free
movement acquis does not apply and is outside the customs union.11 Should a similar
approach be adopted in the UK context – to enable the application of EU law to be suspended
in England and Wales and only continue to apply to Scotland and Northern Ireland, similar
difficult practical issues relating to the creation of an internal border for goods and persons
would need to be face and resolved. hard customs border and border checks within the
territory of the UK. Beyond this, significant constitutional amendment to the devolution
arrangement would have to take place in order for both regions to take part effectively in the
political and constitutional life of the EU. And last, but by no means least, the UK
Government would need to consent to not formally withdrawing from the EU – and that
particular ship appears to have sailed.12
A final option may be to consider to what extent Scotland could continue to benefit from EU
laws in the event of the UK’s (and therefore Scotland’s) withdrawal from the EU.
How could Scotland continue to benefit from EU laws in the event of the UK’s withdrawal
from the EU?
The extent to which Scotland could continue to benefit from EU laws in the event of the
UK’s withdrawal from the EU depends on the future relationship between the EU and the
UK. Potential options include (continued) membership of the European Economic Area
(EEA) and/or the European Free Trade Association (EFTA); a series of bilateral deals with
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the EU; or a ‘hard’ Brexit whereby the UK’s relationship with the EU is governed by the
World Trade Organisation’s rules.13
In any case, a transition period after the UK exits the EU is likely during which the UK’s
rights and obligations as an EU Member State are phased out. 14 EU law may therefore
continue to apply to pending disputes which began before UK withdrawal from the EU. In
addition, UK common law may, in some areas such as employment law, lead to the
continuing application of some standards of EU law. In the area of employment law, judges
have shown themselves as remarkably adept at recognising not only economic and social
conditions but also legal constructs which are prejudicial to workers, and have expanded the
common law when necessary. Judges may well therefore find ways to uphold those rights
derived from EU law which have become part of UK law following Brexit.15
The outcome of the negotiations over Brexit is, for obvious reasons, difficult to predict.
Should the UK negotiate (continued) membership of the EEA then access to the single
market is secured and most current and future EU laws on free movement of goods, services,
people and capital would continue to apply to the UK and, therefore by extension, to
Scotland. Certain safeguard clauses in the EEA agreement might be sufficient to satisfy a
desire for control over immigration16 and significant policy matters such as agriculture,
fisheries, tax and non-EU trade are not within the scope of the EEA, possibly making it a
more attractive option (even if on an interim basis) for the UK and Scotland. Finally, the case
law of the EFTA Court and relevant case law of the Court of Justice of the European Union
would apply.
The UK could also negotiate a series of bilateral agreements governing its future relations
with the EU, akin to the EU-Switzerland relationship. Switzerland has signed over one
hundred bilateral treaties with the EU enabling it to participate in different EU policies or
programmes.17 In addition, Switzerland is a member of EFTA which provides for free trade
with the EU in all non-agricultural goods. In those areas covered by bilateral treaties,
Switzerland has committed to observing significant amounts of EU law.18 As a result, the EU
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has closer ties with Switzerland than with any other non-EEA country. However, this
relationship is not unproblematic19, particularly in the wake of a Swiss referendum in
February 2014 which voted, in breach of Swiss obligations on Schengen, to impose quotas on
the number of EU citizens who could reside in Switzerland.20 The EU has responded by
stating its intention to withdraw from any negotiations on the internal market if the principles
of non-discrimination, freedom of establishment and right to reside are not respected.
At the time of writing, it is unclear what is the desired future relationship between the UK
and the EU. The British Prime Minister has however announced that the Government plans to
trigger the Article 50 withdrawal process by the end of March 2017 and that the next Queen’s
Speech will include a “Great Repeal Bill” whose primary objective will be to repeal the
European Communities Act 1972 (ECA) - which is the statute giving domestic effect to EU
law in the UK - on Brexit day.21 As dramatic as the latter may sound, it is legally
uncontroversial: if the UK leaves the EU, then it no longer needs to give effect to EU law.
But disentanglement of EU law from the devolved nations would also require amendment of
the relevant parts of the devolved legislation and, given the different voting patterns and
political and constitutional dynamics in Scotland and Northern Ireland, this may be far more
controversial.22 As to the massive amount of EU-inspired law in the UK, the UK government
is likely to embark on a lengthy review exercise, with a view to deciding whether to repeal,
adjust or preserve existing EU-derived laws and whether to follow EU regulation in the
future.23 A UK government would be free to apply- in the sense of mirroring in UK law and
practice - any future EU laws where it agrees on its content.24 In those areas that are
devolved to Scotland under the Scotland Act, the same rationale applies to the Scottish
Government and, in fact, in areas such as agriculture, fisheries, environment policy, criminal
justice and higher education EU competences to legislate will revert to the Scottish
Parliament and not to Westminster. In these areas, the Scottish Government would be free to
retain already incorporated EU law and mirror it in future legislation. Although the majority
of legal opinion suggests that Scotland cannot do anything legally to prevent Brexit as such 25,
it could be that the refusal of legislative consent to the unpicking of EU law (through the
varying of competence of the devolved institutions and legislation in devolved policy areas)
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would preserve some of the status quo.26 As part of the Brexit negotiations, it may well be in
the Scottish Government’s interest to push for further devolution of legislative competence in
those policy areas which are currently reserved matters and subject to EU competence where
the Scottish Government wishes to abide by EU norms. Throughout all of this, steering a
course that averts major constitutional crisis will be tricky.
CONCLUSION
Theresa May’s commitment to reaching a “UK approach and objectives”27 prior to triggering
Article 50 TEU and for negotiations with the EU is a welcome political aspiration in the
absence of any legal obligation (in UK or EU law) to involve the devolved administrations in
the process of withdrawal from the EU. Assuming the UK Government does trigger the
Article 50 TEU exit process,28 negotiations between the UK and the EU will begin apace, and
run for, probably, at least two years. Designing and implementing a democratic deliberation
process that facilitates a high degree of consent and coordination between the UK
government, the UK parliament and all of the devolved authorities would seem to be
imperative given the magnitude of the constitutional change occasioned by Brexit. Formal
roles for these constitutional stakeholders will be crucial in order to minimise constitutional
clashes and fragmentation but also in order to design a future relationship with the EU that
genuinely reflects the positions and aspirations of all actors in the UK’s devolved settlement:
afterall they have a significant role to play in the implementation of the outcome, whatever it
might be.
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